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LGAs. They began serving there in the last week of
May 2012.
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state governments train a pool of FHC trainers

be a start,” said Mr. Yinusa.

sleeping, or wasting away. No “action”!

Feedback during PATHS2-supported facility
community outreaches showed that most community
members wanted doctors in the health centres.

every week,and give priority to pregnant women and

children under five. Dr. Chuka provides these services
at the Nara Primary Health Centre.
The doctors work from 9a.m. to 4p.m., except when
there are still patients to be seen after 4 p.m. or when
there is an emergency, in which case they stay at the
health centre till 6 p.m. They then return to the LGA
secretariat, and from there they go back to Enugu city,
where they live. To encourage doctors to participate,
PATHS2 provides opportunities to build their skills in
any PATHS2 intervention area they are interested in,
like behaviour change communication, monitoring and
evaluation, or project management. PATHS2 involves
them in structured activities in these areas when they
are free to participate.
“The work can be tedious, but it’s rewarding,” the
doctor says. “The energy of the staff is high. We relate
quite well with them, not as the boss, but to lend a
hand. More doctors are getting interested. A new
doctor joined us today.”
The patients waiting at the health centre that day could
not hide their excitement as Dr. Chuka arrived. They
laughed cheerfully as they told of their relief at having

Mrs Veronica Animba arriving Nara Health Centre with her
husband

registered, and I have seen the doctor every time. I used
to go to the chemist, but now I come here from Agbariji
(about five miles away). My husband brings me on his
bicycle.”
Mrs. Nkiruka Chiwetalu, the Nara Health Centre Officerin-Charge, tells of the relief the presence of a doctor
has brought the community.“They are happy.It has just
shown the community that this place is recognised. They
go on to say that our centre is now in the class of the
health facilities found in Enugu [City] and Agbani. The
doctor is a very hardworking young man.”
The table below shows how attendance at the facility has increased since
the doctor began coming to Nara Health Facility:

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

a doctor visit the health centre, even for one day in a
week. Thirty-two year old Mrs. Veronica Animba now
attends the health centre for antenatal care. She was
six months pregnant when, she said,“It was announced
in church that doctors would be coming every Monday
to the Nara health centre. This is my third visit since I
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